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-.Computer vision systems are systems that automatically or semiautonomously detect and/or

estimate the position, orientation, and motion of objects, scenes, and a user through a camera. Such
systems may be used to detect and track objects or persons in a variety of applications, such as

autonomous vehicles or user interfaces. Computer vision systems operate by processing an image of
an object obtained from a camera. Processing an image, in turn, may include the use of one or more

image processing techniques, such as edge detection and feature extraction to allow a computer
vision system to identify and track features in an image, such as faces, irises, eyeglasses, license

plates, and text. Face detection systems, for example, may use these face detection techniques to
locate, track, identify, and/or classify a face in the image. A face detector may use a cascade

classifier trained to recognize a face in the image. A face may be detected in an image by first
applying the face detection technique to the image to detect a number of possible face locations in
the image. A standard cascade classifier may then be trained to recognize a face from among the

detected possible face locations. To train a cascade classifier, an algorithm called geometric
likelihood ratio (GLR) filtering may be used. GLR filtering may include a likelihood ratio of features

(“LR”), a likelihood ratio of locations (“LRLR”), and a likelihood ratio of scales (“LRSLR”), all of which
may be used to detect a face. One problem associated with existing cascade classifiers is that they

may be inefficient. For example, the speed of a cascade classifier may be related to a number of
parameters. One parameter associated with a cascade classifier may be a “fragment size.” A

fragment size may be the size of the smallest rectangle that is used by the cascade classifier when
determining whether an object is detected. Another parameter associated with a cascade classifier

may be a
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